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doing difficult sums, and Beatrice, his wife, beautiful,
commanding, tutorial, but as full of splendid enthusiasm
as was Sidney himself They taught me things precious
to know, above all, they made me share their ardent
belief that the ills and sufferings of the world are not
beyond, but within human remedy, and that if the
remedy is to be applied, all our customs, habits and
beliefs, no matter how fiercely we cherish them, must be
re-examined and, if found wanting, discarded for better
ones It was only when I brooded on the fragile nature of
liberty that I found something lacking in these Fabian
teachings, for as it seemed to me, liberty is in its very
essence something which cannot be meted out by any
man to another Unless he has absolute ownership he
cannot possess it at all, and in the Socialist State, as they
describe it, liberty was to be not an absolute possession,
but a ration We should all advance in a queue to a sort
of political box-office and, after a shrewd scrutiny from
the Minister of Liberty looking out from the window,
receive, or not, our liberty card, strictly according to his
estimate of our deserts, and then we should go mumbling
away not knowing where to cash it Bureaucracy's in
his Heaven, all's well with the world1
In these times, another hope also was dawning
Looking towards Westminster we could see the symbol
of the new energetic Liberal power which 1906 had swept
into office In those first days of my interest in politics, I
knew none of the new Liberal leaders But in 1907, I
went to a Foreign Office party and, as I entered die
room, I saw emerging out of the splendour, the figure
of Mr Asquith (Lord Asquith and Oxford) come
smiling towards me He was Chancellor of the
Exchequer Asquith came across the room, took my
hand, and said "We must be friends I am delighted
at the opportunity " We went out of the big room,
away from the bedlam, along passages, until we
found ourselves m a room where it was quiet enough
to talk We talked for a full hour, until the party was
over He forgot the politician, and became, for that

